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Sunday, September 16. 2007

AFKIM: Instant Messenger for PSP  v3.3.1 (latin1)

Hi all,

Here is a new release of AFKIM (Away From the Keyboard Instant Messenger), the instant messaging application for
PSP written by Danzel !

My contribution to this projet is still MINOR, all credits should remain to Danzel
(see  http://localhost.geek.nz/)

What's new then ? 

- Add iso 8859-1 font/characters compatibility (useful for french, spanish, german etc ... )
- Add modified version of Danzeff Keyboard with iso 8859-1 characters
- Code cleaning

Have a look to the file README-irkbd.txt for mapping informations etc ...

The IR keyboard part has been tested using a Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard.

afkim-v3.3.1-fw3x.zip

afkim-v3.3.1-src.zip

** UPDATE ** : Here is a fw 1.5 version 

afkim-v3.3.1-fw15.zip

 Enjoy,

         Zx.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in Messenger at 23:28

Do you think it would be possible at all to play mp3's while messaging? (Say press select, which could be the gateway to a basic mp3
player) That would be, in my opinion, the ultimate feature----easy and included within the program---would that be possible?
    Oliver on Sep 17 2007, 03:50

your afkim freezes when it hits identify i tested it with both my psps and with someone over at psp-hacks it doesnt work and for the pst
oliver just use music prx plugin .55 allows you to play music with everything use google and look it up
    Raul tejeda on Sep 17 2007, 09:20

Thanks for your feedback, i will have a look on this issue,

Cheers, Zx
    zx-81 on Sep 17 2007, 10:53

I just love most of your apps. Keep up the great work as long as you can. Thaks alot dude for the sweet updates 
    WS on Sep 17 2007, 12:24

Thanks for your kind comment,
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Cheers,         Zx
    zx-81 on Sep 17 2007, 15:58

I'm spanish and I thank you very much the latin1 compatibility. 

But I have problems:
When I try to type a '?' from the 'opq?' square, I get a '|'.
'del' doesn't work from the numbers panel.
When I try to type a '@' from the R key panel, I get a '\'.

Running on PSP Slim & Lite 3.60 M33.

Thank you.
    Razorblade on Sep 17 2007, 17:14

I've uploaded a new version yesterday (same name, and same location), where this issue is fixed.

Regards, 

Zx
    zx-81 on Sep 19 2007, 13:32

Hi,

Thanks for your great program for my PSP, I downloaded this 2 days ago, 10th Oct but I still have the same issue as Razorbladel.
Just wanted to let you know

Thanks
    Jacky on Oct 14 2007, 14:45

hi i have psp 3.0 oe-a 
and i installed afkim with mp3 
but idk how to get the mp3 files working??
please help
    jt on Nov 22 2007, 19:22

I really don't know,

Zx
    zx-81 on Dec 16 2007, 19:55

What version does it have to be in? My psp is on version 3.90
    Estevan on Feb 12 2008, 07:23

You have to install a custom firmware ... Official firmware don't support homebrew ,

Zx
    zx-81 on Feb 12 2008, 09:00

when i try to delete invalid(inccorect logins) i cant delete them and i just freeze up
    Charles on Feb 29 2008, 05:53

You may try to connect to bitlbee using a chat client (xchat or any other good IRC client), and manage your list using IRC commands.

Zx
    zx-81 on Mar 16 2008, 09:37

I think I've tried everything just to try to get this program running, but all my attempts were fruitless.  The furthest I get to is enabling
AFKIM through the XMB, then all I get is a black screen and am taken back to the XMB.

I run CFW 3.80m33-5 w/ 1.50kernal enabled

I tried downloading AFKIM for 3.3.1-fw3xm, and tried running with both 3.80 and 1.50 kernel, nothing worked.  Placed afkim folder into
PSP/GAME, and PSP/GAME380, nothing worked.

I tried downloading AFKIM 3.3.1-fw15, and ran with 1.50kernel.  Placed the two 3.3.1-fw15 folders in PSP/GAME amd
PSP/GAME150, nothing worked.

Is there anything I haven't tried?  I didn't think installation would be this difficult!  I have piKey, but all of its plug-ins are disabled when
I try running AFKIM.  I got PSPWrite to work, with the help of Zx (thank you), didn't think I would have a hard time with AFKIM =(
    Rich on Mar 16 2008, 19:26
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Hi Dude,

Thanks for your feedback. That's why i stay in 3.71 ...

Zx
    zx-81 on Mar 16 2008, 19:43
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